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What Makes Something Simple vs. 
Complicated?



COMPLEXITY

 Procrastination
 …or complete failure 

to act

 Attempts to simplify
 Use of heuristics
 Cheating/corruption

 Mistakes
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The Consequences of Complexity



Complexity  Procrastination 



US Federal Tax Form 1040 with 
Related Schedules and Worksheets
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When Do People File Their Taxes?
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Complexity  Attempts to Simplify 



Choice Architecture: How Much to Save
Economics vs. Psychology 
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Choice Architecture, Heuristics and 
Savings Plan Contributions
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Two Approaches to Taxation and 
Savings

12

Pre-Tax Saving After-Tax (Roth) Saving

Now

Savings deductible from 
current income for the 
purposes of taxation 
(lower taxes today)

Taxes paid on income saved 
today (higher taxes today)

Later

Principle and interest 
taxed when savings 
consumed in retirement 
(higher taxes later)

No taxes paid (on principle 
or interest) when savings 
consumed in retirement 
(lower taxes later)



Two Approaches to Taxation and 
Savings

Impact on taxes 
today relative to 

not saving

Consumption in 
retirement

$1 to before-tax account
(no tax today, tax tomorrow)

Taxes fall by τ0 (1 + r)(1 – τ1) 

$1 to after-tax (Roth) account 
(tax today, no tax tomorrow)

No change (1 + r)

Individuals can achieve a target level 
of retirement consumption with less 

in an after-tax (Roth) savings account than 
a pre-tax account



If Individuals Follow Savings Heuristics, After-Tax 
Savings Can Increase Retirement Consumption

 Assumptions:
 Individuals follow a 10% savings rate rule of thumb:
 Tax rate of 20% (before and after retirement) 

Pre-Tax Account After-Tax Account

Pre-tax income $100 $100

Period 1

Saving $10 $10

Consumption $72 $70

Taxes $18 $20

Period 2

Consumption $10 × (1 + r) × 0.8
= $8 × (1 + r)

$10 × (1 + r)

Taxes $2 × (1 + r) $0



Empirical setting

 11 companies that introduced an after-tax (Roth) 
savings plan alongside their regular pre-tax plan 
between 2006 and 2010

 Administrative data from a large savings plan 
administrator 

 Question: Do employees save less after the 
introduction of an after-tax (Roth) savings option?



Empirical strategy

 Empirical approach
 Compare total savings rates of employee cohorts hired 

just before vs. just after Roth introduction
 Before cohort: Hired in 12th month before Roth introduction
 After cohort: Hired in 1st month after Roth introduction
 Note: before and after cohorts are hired in the same 

calendar month (accounts for seasonal differences in hiring)

 Identifying assumption:
 Savings preferences are orthogonal to whether an 

employee was hired 1 year before or 1 month after
Roth introduction



Average Total Contribution Rate by 
Tenure for the Before and After cohorts
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Survey Experiment:
Meet Jack and Cindy

 Both 30 years old

 Two kids

 Jack earns $100K

 Cindy is a SAHM

 They currently rent

 Little outside savings ($5K)

 Plan to do all savings in Jack’s 
employer’s plan

 Goal: maintain standard of 
living in retirement



Jack’s Retirement Plan

 No match
 No withdrawals before 

age 59.5
 Maximum contribution 

rate of 17.5% 
(maximum contribution 
amount of $17,500)



Jack and Cindy Vignette

 Experiment with Boston Research Group’s 2014 Defined Contribution Plan 
Participant Survey (N=7000)

 Respondents asked to make a retirement contribution rate recommendation 
for Jack and Cindy

 Respondents randomly assigned to one of three conditions:
 Jack’s firm has only a before-tax savings plan

 Jack’s firm has only an after tax (Roth) savings plan

 Jack’s firm has both a before-tax and an after-tax (Roth) savings plan
 Half asked to give a before-tax and an after-tax (Roth) contribution rate

 Half asked to give a total contribution rate, then asked to divide it between the 
before-tax and Roth accounts

 Respondents also randomly asked two out of four possible questions on the 
tax rules that apply to retirement savings plans



Average Total Contribution Rate 
Recommendations
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Knowledge of Retirement Savings Tax 
Rules

49%

46%

33%

25%

Effect of before-tax 401(k) contributions
on taxable income this year

Effect of Roth 401(k) contributions on
taxable income this year

Amount of a before-tax 401(k)
withdrawal that is taxable as income this

year

Amount of Roth 401(k) withdrawal that is
taxable as income this year

Fraction of Respondents with Correct Answer



10,5%
11,5%

12,2%

10,1%
10,9%

11,4%
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15%

18%

No questions correct
(45% of sample)

One question correct
(33% of sample)

Two questions correct
(22% of sample)

Before-tax only Roth only

p-value=.143 for the
difference between 
before-tax and Roth
contribution rates

p-value=.061 for the
difference between 
before-tax and Roth
contribution rates

p-value=.025 for the
difference between 
before-tax and Roth
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Before-tax only minus
Roth only: 0.5%
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Average Total Contribution Rate 
Recommendations
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Partition Dependence

 Tendency for choices to be biased towards equal allocation 
across all categories offered (Fox, Ratner and Lieb, 2005)

 Implications in this context:
 More consumption with two options:
 Before-tax savings contribution
 Consumption

 …than with three options
 Before-tax savings contribution
 Roth savings contribution
 Consumption
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Summary: Beshears et al. (2017)

 Total retirement savings contributions don’t change when 
an after-tax (Roth) option is added  higher effective 
retirement savings

 Results are consistent with ignoring tax rules when 
choosing contribution rates

 Partition dependence may also help prevent contribution 
rates from falling when an after-tax (Roth) option added

 Front-loading taxes may increase savings!



Choice Outcomes: 
Complexity and Risk-Taking

$5.00 $5.00

$4.50 $7.75

$4.00 $8.25
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$3.00 $9.50

$2.50 $10.00

$2.00 $10.50

$1.50 $11.25

$1.00 $11.75
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$0.00 $13.50Source: Iyengar and Kamenica (2010)
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Complexity and Choice Outcomes
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Complexity and Choice Outcomes

$0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $10.00 $10.00 $10.00
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$4.25 $5.50 $9.75 $8.50 $0.00 $0.75

$1.00 $2.00 $6.75 $7.50 $5.75 $4.75
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$9.75 $3.00 $7.00 $6.50 $0.50 $1.50

$9.50 $1.50 $1.50 $2.50 $3.25 $10.00

$5.50 $8.50 $3.25 $0.00 $8.50 $2.50

$9.25 $7.75 $3.75 $2.00 $3.25 $2.00

$1.25 $4.50 $8.50 $8.75 $4.50 $0.75
Source: Iyengar and Kamenica (2010)
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Complexity and Choice Outcomes
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Summary: Iyengar and Kamenica
(2010)

 Individuals have a preference for simplicity

 Risk preferences depend in part on whether the risky 
option is more or less complicated than the safer 
option
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Active Choice and Complexity in the 
Swedish Premium Pension Plan

465 funds
+Publicity

664 
funds

625
funds

>750 
funds

Close to 1,000 funds

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 



Complexity  Simplifying Heuristics
37



Simplifying Heuristics and Asset 
Allocation
 When asset allocation choices become more complicated, individuals 

adopt simplifying heuristics to narrow the scope of their options:
 Focus on options that are easier to evaluate

 Give more weight to the familiar
 Home bias

 Higher investment in employer stock
 Lower investment in foreign firms

 Status quo bias: give more weight to the default option
 Automatic enrollment default asset allocation
 Employer match in employer stock

 Focus on options at the beginning and end of the list

 Focus on the size of different categories as signals of how to invest

38



Complexity  Mistakes 



Taxes and Incentives for Effort

 Laboratory task: move the slider bar from its initial 
position to the exact middle of the line.

Source: Abeler and Jaeger (2015) “Complex Tax Incentives”



Taxes and Incentives for Effort

Simple Tax Regime

Source: Abeler and Jaeger (2015) “Complex Tax Incentives”



Taxes and Incentives for Effort

Source: Abeler and Jaeger (2015) “Complex Tax Incentives”



Taxes and Incentives for Effort

Complicated Tax Regime



Taxes and Incentives for Effort

Source: Abeler and Jaeger (2015) “Complex Tax Incentives”



Taxes and Incentives for Effort

Most subjects facing the simple tax/subsidy
schedule pick the income-maximizing
number of sliders (58) or something close.

Subjects facing the complex tax/subsidy
schedule appear to pick the number of
sliders almost at random. Hardly any are
close to the income-maximizing number.

Source: Abeler and Jaeger (2015) “Complex Tax Incentives”



Taxes and Incentives for Effort

Source: Abeler and Jaeger (2015) “Complex Tax Incentives”



Taxes and Incentives for Effort

Most subjects facing the simple 
tax/subsidy schedule do a pretty 
good job of optimally responding 

to changes in the tax
schedule they face.

Subjects facing the complex 
tax/subsidy schedule do a 

poor job responding to 
changes in the tax schedule 

they face.

Source: Abeler and Jaeger (2015) “Complex Tax Incentives”



Summary: Abeler and Jaeger (2015)

 Abeler and Jaeger (2015) “Complex Tax Incentives”
 Subjects do a much better job of choosing the level of productivity that 

maximizes income when the tax regime they face is simple rather than 
complex

 Subjects are more responsive to changes in incentives when the tax 
regime they face is simple rather than complex
 In the complex tax regime, subjects more likely not to respond
 In the complex tax regime, subjects are no more responsive to a large change 

than to a small change
 In the complex tax regime, subjects with lower cognitive ability are less 

responsive to tax changes

 Subjects take substantially more time making decisions in the complex vs. 
the simple tax regime, but have worse outcomes



Reducing Complexity



The Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC)

 The EITC is the largest means tested cash transfer program in the 
U.S.
 Approximately $60 billion annually

 27 million low to moderate income families

 Average benefit: $2185 (13% of income)

 Puzzle
 An estimated 25% of those eligible fail to claim the credit

 16% don’t file taxes
 9% file but don’t claim the credit

 Credit can equal several thousand dollars 

 Average credit exceeds one month’s income for the typical non-claimant



The Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC)



EITC Messaging Field Experiment

Treatment Group 
(35,000 California households deemed EITC eligible
but who did not claim the EITC in 2009 tax forms) 

November 2010:

Mailings to
apparently eligible

households that
did not claim EITC

for TY2009

May 2011:

Evaluate who
claims EITC
for TY2010

January-April 2011

Households file
taxes for 2010

and either do or
do not claim EITC

Source: Bhargava and Manoli (2015) “Psychological Frictions and the Incomplete Take-up of Benefits ”



EITC Messaging Field Experiment

Mechanism

Complexity

Costs / Benefits 
Misinformation

Audit / penalties 
Misinformation

General information

Program stigma

Intervention

Simple notice

Clear benefit 
information

Indemnity message

Attention envelope

Benefit for earned 
income

Simple worksheet

Worksheet completion 
time

One page flyer with 
program info

Social norms

Source: Bhargava and Manoli (2015) “Psychological Frictions and the Incomplete Take-up of Benefits ”



EITC Messaging Field Experiment

Source: Bhargava and Manoli (2015) “Psychological Frictions and the Incomplete Take-up of Benefits ”



Source: Bhargava and Manoli (2015) “Psychological Frictions and the Incomplete Take-up of Benefits ”



Source: Bhargava and Manoli (2015) “Psychological Frictions and the Incomplete Take-up of Benefits ”



Source: Bhargava and Manoli (2015) “Psychological Frictions and the Incomplete Take-up of Benefits ”



Source: Bhargava and Manoli (2015) “Psychological Frictions and the Incomplete Take-up of Benefits ”



Source: Bhargava and Manoli (2015) “Psychological Frictions and the Incomplete Take-up of Benefits ”



EITC Messaging Field Experiment

16%

22%

20%

26%

0% 10% 20% 30%

Baseline
(Original)

Simple Notice

Simple
Worksheet

Simple Notice +
Worksheet

Response rate to IRS 
Mailings

Simplifying the layout 
and information in the 
IRS mailings leads to a 
non-trivial increase in 
EITC claiming relative 
to the original mailing

60

Source: Bhargava and Manoli (2015) “Psychological Frictions and the Incomplete Take-up of Benefits ”



EITC Messaging Field Experiment

26%

34%

25%

21%

25%

27%

25%

21%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40%

Simple Notice + WS

+ Benefit Tagline

+ Cost Tagline

+ Informational flyer

+ Catchy Envelope

+ Indemnity Message

+ Earned Income Message

+ Social Norms Tagline

Response Rate to IRS Mailings

Highlighting the magnitude of potential benefits also increases claiming

Source: Bhargava and Manoli (2015) “Psychological Frictions and the Incomplete Take-up of Benefits ”



Summary: Bhargava and Manoli (2015)

 Bhargava and Manoli (2015) “Psychological Frictions and 
the Incomplete Take-up of Benefits ”
 Many individuals eligible for sizeable EITC benefits do not claim 

them
 Simplifying the notice informing them of eligibility and the 

worksheet to help them calculate potential benefits substantial 
increases future claiming

 Prominently highlighting the magnitude of the potential benefit 
also increases claiming

 Other interventions either do not increase, or potentially 
decrease, claiming



Complexity and the Regulation of 
Investment Fees in Mexico

Social Security System in 
Mexico
 Private accounts
 Individuals choose 

(one) manager
 No relationship 

between fees and 
performance

 Two different fees



Side Bar: Mutual Fund Fees

 Flow fees or front-end loads: a one-time fee charged against the 
initial investment
 Example: you send a check for $1000 to the mutual fund company to 

invest in a fund with a 5% front-end load
 Mutual fund company takes $50 as a fee
 $950 is invested into the mutual fund

 Balance fee or expense ratio: an ongoing fee charged against the 
account balance
 Example: you have an account balance of $1000 in a mutual fund with 

an expense ratio of 1%
 The mutual fund will charge you a fee of $10 this year
 In practice, the mutual fund will reduce the return that gets credited to your 

account by 1% (that is, you will never see a deduction from your account for 
this fee)
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The Game between Firms and 
Regulators

 STAGE 1: 
 Fee complexity  government mandates reporting of 

“simplified” CEF (CONSAR Equivalent Fee)
 CEF is a weighted average of the two fees based on a set 

of (not very relevant) assumptions
 High balances
 Low wages
 25 year time horizon  flow (front-end) fee gets little weight

 Outcome: investment providers shroud fees
 Charge low balance fee (weighted heavily in CEF formula)
 Charge high front-end load (little weight in CEF formula)
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The Game between Firms and 
Regulators

 STAGE 2:
 Government changes CEF weights
 Because original CEF used unrealistic assumptions for most 

individuals, government changes CEF formula to 1 year 
horizon 
  flow (front-end) fees get a lot of weight

 Outcome
 Investment providers increase balance fee (down-weighted 

in CEF formula)

 Investment providers decrease front-end load (up-weighted 
in CEF formula)
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Changes in front-end load over time Changes in balance fees over time

Source: Duarte and Hastings (2012)

Fee that received MORE weight in new 
disclosure requirements

Fee that received LESS weight in new 
disclosure requirements
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How to End the Game?
69

Eventually (in 2008), regulators reach 
a new solution: 

Only allow one kind of fee!!!



Does Competition Decrease Fees?

 Sizeable increase in the number of Afores over time 
 13  21

 This might have been expected to decrease fees, but does 
not seem to have had this effect

 Alternative story: entry makes a financial decision that is 
already difficult for consumers more complicated
 Implications: complexternality
 Higher decision making costs
 More errors
 Reduced frequency of reoptimization

 Firms compete through advertising rather than price

70



Simple vs. Complex

From a policy standpoint:

 When does it make 
sense to make things 
simpler?

 When does it make 
sense to make things 
more complicated?

Complexity

71



Main Take-Aways

 Complexity leads to:

 Adoption of simplifying heuristics

 Mistakes

 Procrastination

Or, in the worst case, complete failure to act

 Complexity vs. simplicity as a policy tool

 When might simple be preferred?

 When might complex be preferred?
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